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Introduction

Studies on the feasibility of a subunit vaccine to protect against human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection have principally focused on the third variable (V3) loop of the envelope surface protein.
One of the neutralizing determinants of HIV-1 is located inside the V3 loop. However, progress toward
a vaccine based on neutralizing determinants has been impeded by the amino acid sequence variability
in the V3 loop of different HIV isolates. The elusive nature of the V3 loop structure prompted us to
carry out a systematic study on different isolates in an attempt to identify a common structural motif in
the V3 loop regardless of the amino acid sequence variability. We have performed 2D NMR structural
studies on three different V3 loop peptides: MN, Haiti (Haiti 6004; L07201), and RF (Catastiet al.,
1995 & 1996). The three V3 loops were all 35 residues long and S-S bridged at the terminals. The NMR
studies were carried out first in water, then in a 70%/30% mixture of water/trifluoroethanol l (TFE).
TFE is a solvent widely used in NMR on peptides, for its property to unmask helical propensities of
hydorphobic residues.

Figure 1 shows that similar secondary structures are observed for the three different V3 loops: a
GPG(K/R) crest in the center of the neutralizing determinant, two extended regions flanking the central
crest, and a helical region in the C-terminal domain observed only in the water/TFE mixture. The RF
V3 peptide did not dissolve in the water/TFE mixture, therefore we could run the experiments only in an
aqueous solution. Structural prediction studies revealed that the variability in sequence and structure of
the V3 loop is confined to the N and C-terminal side of the conserved GPG crest. Figure 2 is a summary
of the NMR secondary structural assignments (Catastiet al., 1995 & 1996), and the results of several
secondary prediction algorithms. With the exception of the PSA method, most of the algorithms fail to
identify the alpha helix in the C-terminal portion of the V3 loops.
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Figure 1. Ribbon diagram showing the average folding patterns of the structures of the MN, Haiti and RF V3 loops
in water and in a mixture of 70%/30% water/TFE. In each case the average is done over 70 sampled low energy
structures. Note that, in each case, the neutralizing epitope containing the central GPG(R/K) sequence forms a
protruding loop even though the local structure and presentation of the loop in the different cases are noticeably
different. Structures that satisfy the NMR constraints of the V3 loops in water show a higher degree of flexibility
than those in agreement with the NMR data in the mixed water/TFE solvent. This is due to the formation of the
alpha helix in the mixed solvent. Color code is as follow: GPG(R/K) crest is red, extended regions are green,
disulfide bridges are yellow and the alpha helical region is cyan.
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V3MN CTRPNYNKRKRIHIGPGRAFYTTKNIIGTIRQAHC
NMR (water) .EECTTTTCCEEEETTTTEEEECCCCTTTTTTCC.
NMR (TFE) .EECTTTTEEEECCTTTTCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHC.
PSA method CCCCCCCCCCEEEECCTCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHH
Gibrat method ECCCCCCCEEEEEECCCCEEEEEEEHEEEEEECCC
Levin method .TSSSSCSSSCEEECTTCCEEEEECCCCHHHHSSC
DPM method CCCTTCTCHHHECCTCCCHHCEECCEEEEEHHHCC
SOPMA predict ECCTTHCTEEEEEEECCCCCCTTTCCCCTTCCCCE
DSC method CCCCCCCCCEEEEECCCCCEEECCCCCCCCCCCCC
PHD method CCCCCCCCCEEEE.CCC.EE..CC........CCC
nnpredict method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEECCCCEEECHHCCCC

1 10 20 30
| | | |

V3Haiti CTRPNDNTRKSIPMGPGKAFYATGDIIGNIRQAHC
NMR (water) .CECTTTTEEECCCTTTTEECCCCCCTTTTTTTC.
NMR (TFE) .EECTTTTCCEEEETTTTCCTTTTCHHHHHHHHH.
PSA method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHCCHHHHHC
Gibrat method ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEHHEEEEEECCE
Levin method TCCCCCCSSCCCCCCSTCCECCTSCCSCSCCHCCC
DPM method CCCCTCTCCCCCCCTCCCHHCHECCEECCEHHHCC
SOPMA predict ECCCCTTCCCCETTTCHHHHHETHHHECCCTTCCC
DSC method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCC
PHD method CCCCCCCC.....CCCC.EE.CCC..........C
nnpredict method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEECCCCCEECHHCCCC

1 10 20 30
| | | |

V3RF CTRPNNNTRKSITKGPGRVIYATGQIIGDIRKAHC
NMR (water) .CTTTTEECEECCCTTTTEECCCTTTTCCTTTTC.
PSA method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEECCCHHHHHHHHHH
Gibrat method ECCCCCCCCEEEECCCCEEEEEECEECEEEEEHCC
Levin method CCCCCCCSHS..CCCTTCEEEECCCCCCSCCCCC.
DPM method CCTTTCTCCCCECCTCCCEEEEECCEECCEHHHCC
SOPMA predict ECCCCCCCEEEECCCCCCCEEETTCEEEHHHHHHH
DSC method CCCCCCCCCEEECCCCCEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCC
PHD method CCCCCCCC..E..CCCC.EEE.CC.EE.......C
nnpredict method CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEECCCCEEECHHCCCC

Figure 2. Comparison of secondary structure assignments of the
NMR determined structures and secondary structure prediction
for the three V3 loops, MN, Haiti and RF. The different prediction
algorithms are indicated on the left. Some of these methods are
discussed by Myers and Farmer in Part III of this compendium.

Meaning of Symbols

H alpha helix T turn
C random coil/loop S bend
E strand . unassigned

Key to Prediction Algorithms

PSA Stultzet al. Gibrat Gibratet al.
Levin Levinet al. DPM Deleageet al.
SOPM Geourjonet al. DSC Kinget al.
PHD Rostet al. nnpredict McClellandet al.


